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DITP pleased with STYLE Bangkok Telematching in LOVE outcome 

Four-day event result in more than 300 matchings with buyers from 36 countries 

 

 

 Somdet Susomboon, Director-General of the Department of International Trade 

Promotion (DITP), Ministry of Commerce, is pleased with an overwhelming result of the 

STYLE Bangkok Telematching in LOVE (Lifestyle Online Virtual Exhibition). The four-day 

virtual event successfully provided an online platform for over 300 pairs of Thai exporters and 

international importers/buyers, generating more than 200 million baht of trade value.  

 

 “The Covid-19 pandemic has stopped international buyers from travelling to Thailand 

and impeded various trade and export industries,” said Mr. Somdet. “To overcome this 

constraint, the DITP decided to move STYLE Bangkok to an online platform, creating a global 

virtual platform for the lifestyle and fashion trade. 

 

 “It has not only opened greater opportunities for Thai and international traders and 

stimulated trade activities to reboot the country’s economy, but has also strengthened Thai 

exporters’ capability to adapt to the new normal of global trade.”  

 

 The outcome of STYLE Bangkok Telematching in LOVE exceeded the expectations 

of the DITP. Out of a total of 442 buyers registered, 195 were buyers/importers from 36 

countries and 247 were Thai exporters. The top five registered buyers were from China, India, 

Myanmar, the US and Japan. Meanwhile, the top five product categories in the trade session 

were furniture, kitchen and dining ware, gifts and souvenirs, clothing and textiles, and 

stationery and office supplies.  

 
 Apart from online business matching activities, LOVE also featured a series of 

knowledge-sharing webinars which received a very enthusiastic reception with more than 300 

participants. Of special interest were “Opportunities for Thai Lifestyle Products in Korea” by 

the Thai Trade Center in Seoul, and “Lifestyle Product Design and Space Design for Japanese 

Market 2020” by the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO).  

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “STYLE Bangkok Telematching in LOVE has proved to be successful, with a lot the 

credit due to the well-prepared coordination and information provided in advance for both 

parties in the business matching session,” said Mr. Somdet. 

 

 “Buyers and importers were able to select favorable Thai exporters with the required 

products from our E-Directory or directly contact any of the 58 DITP’s overseas offices 

worldwide for assistance. Thai exporters, meanwhile, could learn beforehand about their 

prospective buyers’ profiles and prepare appropriate products and related information to ensure 

effective interaction during the actual session. 

 

 “Much to our delight, the online platform has created many fresh deals and newly 

emerging trade partners.” 


